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“To create is a way to gain knowledge. Every time we are reshaping our 

environment it changes something about us. These changes are not 

predictable. Art is a way of understanding our environment and see new 

opportunities in it. Let the creativity and the production run the investigation. 

Art is not a way to express the thoughts we have within us. We get ideas 

by drawing and that it how we discover the world around us”

Gertrud Sandquist principal at the Art Academy in Malmö. From “Filosofiska rummet” 2016.08.14 

about art and Konst och cognition (org swe)



This project is an experiment, a conceptual research, and at the starting 

point the outcome was uncertain. The result is a process, an investigation 

about representation, but also transformation and paraphrasing.

I have always been interested in representation; build models, make draw-

ings and compose pictures. So interested that in some projects this has 

become my main focus. Here I intend to embrace this and let it be the core 

of my work, at the same time as it hopefully gives me something else: A way 

to keep moving forward.

Introduction



”This text is about architecture that is not building, that has not 

function, that does not endure and, by the time you read this, may exist 

only in these words.”/…/” It attempts to tell a story about a certain kind of 

architecture that does not just sit there, that is not a monument, a mere 

fact, or a structure that justifies its existence through its efficiency or by 

performing a particular task, such as providing shelter”

Aaron Betsky Curator of the 11th International Architecture Exhibition, “Out there: Architecture 

Beyond Building”. Catalog vol 1 September 2008 (p.14)



LAS MENINAS
by  Diego Velázquez

One of the most paraphrased paintings in the history of art is Velázquez´s 

Las Meninas. Picasso alone made 58 pieces where he reinterprets the 

original motif. No one is questioning the value of any of these images, or 

any other paraphrases made, simply because they stand for them self, they 

are their own composition

Paraphrasing



Diego Velázquez

Pablo Picasso

Pablo Picasso

Pablo Picasso

Edgar Degas

John Singer Sergent Salvador Dali

Joel Peter Witkin

Salvador Dali

Pablo Picasso

James Abbott McNeill Whistler

PARAPHRASING

LAS MENINAS - Original by Diego Velázquez



FROM BRAQUE TO HEJDUK
example I

Here is one of many stories of how one thing leads to another and how art 

always inspired how we represent architecture and the other way around. 

How Le Corbusier reacted to cubism with his art version of functionalism: 

purism. How the Russian suprematist were an inspiration to Alvin Boyarsky 

and how he gave the representation of architecture a new value, something 

he taught his student when he was principal at AA 1971-1900. 

Robin Evans on the drawing as more consumable:

”..but this censurability has most often been achieved by redefining their 

representational role as similar to that of early twentieth-century paint-

ings, in the sense of being less concerned with their relation to what they 

represent then with their own constitution.”

Robin Evans “Translations from drawing to building”, The MIT press, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

1997, p.154

Representation



Cubism by Georges Braque 1913

Suprematism by Kazimir Malevich 1915

Purism by Le Corbusier 1922

John Hejduk + Nicholas Boyarsky 1986

John Hejduk1977

Zaha Hadid 1980Alvin Boyarsky, principal at AA 1971-1990

Daniel Libeskind 1967

REPRESENTATION

example of relations, inspiration and reactions



FROM KLINT TO TSCHUMI
example II

This example is showing how early abstract art made way for neoplasticism 

and the Bauhaus movement. And how those esthetics led to the visual 

expression of Superstudio and Bernard Tschumi (also one of Alvin 

Boyarskys students).

Representation



Theo van Doesburg 1922

Hilma af Klint 1908

Superstudio 1970

Le Corbusier 1952

Bernard Tschumi 1982-83

Paul Klee1928

Piet Monderien 1942

Gunta Stölzi ca 1928

REPRESENTATION

example of relations, inspiration and reactions



FROM EVANS TO EVANS

Robin Evans suggesta a similarity between languages and the relation 

between drawings and buildings.

I let a quote regarding that circulate among some people along with the 

instruction to translate it to a given language. 

Transformation



TRANSFORMATION

transformation trough translation - original quote by Robin Evans

“The substratum across which 

the sense of words is translated 

from language to language does 

not appear to have the requisite 

evenness and continuity; things 

can get bent, broken or lost in the 

way”

“Le substrat à travers lequel le 

sens des mots est traduit d’une 

langue à une autre ne semble pas 

avoir la régularité et la continuité 

nécessaire; les choses peuvent 

devenir pliées, cassées ou perdues 

au long du chemin.”

“The foundation through which the 

vocabulary is transferred from 

one language into another seems 

to lack important regularity and 

continuity. Things could be 

conjugated, interrupted or lost 

along the way.”

“Die Unterlag wodurch das Voka-

bular zwischen zwei Sprachen 

vermittelt ist, scheint notwendige 

Regelmässigkeit und Kontinuität 

zu mangeln. Dinge können auf dem 

Weg, konjugiert, abgebrochen oder 

verloren werden.”

“Substratet genom vilket ord-

förståelse överförs från ett språk 

till ett annat verkar sakna nödvändig 

regelbundenhet och kontinuitet. 

Saker och ting kan bli böjda, 

avbrutna eller så förloras de längs 

vägen.”

“Il substrato tramite cui il signifi-

cato delle parole viene tradotto da 

una lingua a’altra, non sembra 

avere la regolarità né la continuità 

necessaria; le cose possono diven-

tare duplicate, rotte o vengono persi 

per strada.”

“El sustrato a través el cual el 

significado de las palabras está 

traducido de un idioma al otro, no 

parece tener la regularidad ni la 

continuidad necesaria; las cosas se 

pueden volver dobladas, rotas o se 

pierden en el camino.”



CHINESE WHISPERS

This catalogue contains  VII series of objects made with the rules of Chi-

nese whispers: one object leads to another and the last thing made is the 

only thing with value when the next one is produced. The series are without 

structure, site and function.

The aim is not to achieve maximum change, the aim is to work with what I 

see, staying true to the last piece of information.

The starting point for each series is a drawing of an existing project. A floor 

plan representing a project that is known or unknown, ordinary or spectacular.

The projects have not been studied in any other way but by looking at the 

plan. Every other step is two dimensional and every other three dimensional.

Every series contain seven objects. Three models and four drawings/

images. The last drawing is a 1:1 drawing of the last model. This is to be 

compared with the first.

By representing the projects like this they will become paraphrases of the 

original, but also of each other, transforming into parallel truths. 

Rules



PROCESS DIAGRAM



Series I  

Transformation through representation 
or 

It is about time

LAKE SHORE DRIVE 

by Mies van der Rohe

The first drawing has existed longer then the last, but the last thing made is 

the oldest. A project can change over a long period of time, being re-built 

over and over again to finally become a ruin.



DRAWING - PLAN 1:400

digital tools



Two bodies are connected by a 

thin membrane. An act of balance 

where the equilibrium is achieved 

through asymmetry. A texture 

suggesting this is something that 

exist

BALANCING
GEOMETRIES



MODEL

plywood, dark bronze metallic color and patina, cardboard and paper.



An image is reveaing when a cut is 

made. An image that is about the 

relation, size and color of the many 

rectangles showing 

GEOMETRIES
RELATING



SECTION

1:300

IMAGE - SECTION

watercolor



The image unfolds showing walls, 

walls, walls and cuts. Rows of arches 

from one side to another.

The paper is taking over, or should 

I say water?

RELATING
SIGHTS

SECTION

1:300



MODEL

cardboard, chalk and paper



If you were to enlighten me, using 

some kind of strip light, then what 

would happen?

SIGHTS of
LIGHT



DRAWING - ILLUMINATED PLAN

digital tools



The light has formed the material 

and the shadows have turned into 

a pattern. A process taken infinite 

time.

LIGHT
CONTOURED



MODEL

plaster cast and cardboard



All the cracks and bumps are there. 

It is perfect in its imperfection.

CONTOURED
FLAWS



DRAWING - PLAN 1:1

digital tools



” Whatever the medium used - be it a pencil sketch on a paper, a small 

scale model, the building itself, a sketch of the built building, a model of 

the built building, a film of the built building, or a photograph of the above 

realities - a process is taking place. Some sort of distortion is occurring, 

a distortion that has to do with intuition as primal yearning, which, in 

turn, has something to do with the interpretation and re-interpretation 

of space and all the mysteries the word space encompasses, including 

its spirit” 

John Hejduk “Mask of medusa”, Rizzoli International Publications, Inc. 1985  ”The flatness of 

depth part II (p.68)

They are not really siblings, more 

like distant cousins. Maybe on the 

mothers side where everyone have 

that L-shaped thing going on.

BEGINNING
END



DRAWINGS

The beginning and the end of series I



Series II 

Change by view
or 

Moving things

THE CATALOG VILLA TIMELESS

by Fiskarhedenvillan

Things will appear different depending on where you stand. The position 

of the components can move in one direction and still appear the same 

from another.

On one side you have the representation of the built object. An object 

created with a purpose and an aim to contain real human beings inside 

its structure. This object is being transformed into its opposite, something 

some would say is less real, even though it really is there; as a model or 

drawn on a piece of paper.



DRAWING - PLAN 1:100

digital tools



First there is a base of bark. Glued 

to that there are sheets of gray 

cardboard. Resting on those 

sheets there are sticks of wood and 

on those sticks there is a layer of 

transparent plastic film.

STACKING
DIFFERENCES



MODEL

bark, plywood, plastic and cardboard.



One side is hiding the most, that is 

the one to choose

DIFFERENCES
CONCEALING



DRAWING - ELEVATION

lead pencil



<----------------------------------------------->

The different components are 

facing each other, finding themself 

in unexpected relations.

CONCEALING
TRUTH



MODEL

mdf, plywood



Let us say you are a wall, and let 

us say you are angled to the right. 

Then you will get a different shade 

of grey, then if you were lets say a 

piece of a stair, or a piece representing 

a cut.

TRUTH as
PARTS



COLLAGE - ISOMETRIC PERSPECTIVE

paper



A single piece is divided into a puz-

zle of mass and void. You can call 

me visual disposition.

PARTS as
PUZZLE



MODEL

corrugated paper, cardboard and paper



Written music for instruments not 

yet invented.

PUZZLE as
SOUND



DRAWING - PLAN 1:1

digital tools



”To find such an architecture means to construct a secret history of 

architecture that resist the notion that the designing, making and inter-

pretation of buildings is a productive manner of serving our society with 

useful artifacts. Instead, there is an architecture that is strange, useless, 

out of the ordinary, and beautifully absurd.”

Aaron Betsky Curator of the 11th International Architecture Exhibition, “Out there: Architecture 

Beyond Building”. Catalog vol 1 September 2008 (p.16)

The defined spaces have disap-

peared and turned into something 

abstract but surprisingly similar. The 

weirdness is still there, but a lot less 

irritating.

BEGINNING
END



DRAWING

the beginning + the end of series II



Series III

Interpretation through movement
or 

Using art
A new parameter is added. 
Every step in this series will be made through an art current.

BUNKER 599

by Raaaf + Atelier Lyon

I move through suprematism, taking on  a new and divine form. The 

geometries are strong and simple and the colors very specific. I am pausing in 

futurism, being enveloped with speed, aggression and bright colors. As I 

enter cubism, I am being cut up and put together again, different pieces 

are being seen from different views. Now purism thinks I am too much and try to 

shape me up, stripping me of details and dress me up in certain colors. In the 

end I get to meet constructivism, it wants me to be abstract but organized 

and contoured.



DRAWING - PLAN 1:40

digital tools



The figures are pressed out of the 

plan shouting: we are pure! We are 

sublime! We are divine!

EXTRUDED
SHAPES



MODEL THROUGH SUPREMATISM

plaster cast with pigment



The image wants to communicate 

violence, change and noise. But it 

is just something added, a layer. It 

encloses and surrounds but does 

not include

SHAPES
CUTTING



IMAGE - PERSPECTIVE THROUGH FUTURISM

chalk and digital tools

PERSPECTIVE THROUGH FUTURISM



A cubist sculpture can be a 

composition of parts that are 

moved or spinned around, but 

it can also be made without 

any laws of geometry. There are 

endless ways to move from point 

a to point b. A cubist painting is a 

two-dimensional representation of 

a three-dimensional object. 

Different parts are seen from 

different angels at the same time. 

CUTTING
PLAINS

PERSPECTIVE THROUGH FUTURISM



MODEL THROUGH CUBISM

cardboard and paint



Purism seeks the pure. The 

drawing treats the cubist model like 

it is dishonest and tries to find the 

true shape of it.

PLAINS in
CONTRAST



DRAWING - ISOMETRIC PERSPECTIVE THROUGH PURISM

digital tools



Replace the word compose with 

construct.

An ensemble of pieces, like two 

Egyptian paintings meeting. One 

all black and one transparent, 

almost not visible

CONTRASTS
CHOIRING



MODEL THROUGH CONSTRUCTIVISM

cardboard and plexi



Showing itself from its most dramatic 

side; the solid, the less solid and the 

nothing.

CHOIRING in
SILENCE



DRAWING - PLAN 1:1

digital tools



”Experimental architects often see what they do not so much as produc-

ing new forms, let along new buildings, but as reusing old forms or old 

materials. Learning from similar movements in industrial, furniture and 

graphic design, these architects think of their work as the representation, 

reuse and reallocation of images, material and even ideas. Architecture 

to them is not the production of something original, but the gathering 

together of what already exists into new structures and new relations 

that can reveal different modes of living, use or experience.”

Aaron Betsky Curator of the 11th International Architecture Exhibition, “Out there: Architecture 

Beyond Building”. Catalog vol 3 September 2008 (p.13)

From coherent to fragmented.

BEGINNING
END



DRAWING

the beginning + the end of series III



Series IV

Alteration by imitation
or 

Same same but different
This series will move forward by trying to imitate other architects
way of representing their projects.

ADOLF FREDRIKS CHURCH

by Carl Fredrik Adelcrantz

Small changes are made, but the results appear 

very different.

How big discrepancy is there between the 

representation of a building and what is perhaps 

built?



DRAWING - PLAN 1:333

digital tools



Planned but unplanned, playful 

but serious, weird but beautiful. 

These chocks of colorful wood re-

late to each other in a cross-shaped 

formation 

VOLUMES
INTERACTING



MODEL THROUGH JOHN HEJDUK

Plywood and paint



A tension created by contrasts. 

Two parts facing each other as if 

one of them were staring into an 

almost accurate mirror. There is the 

blackness and the whiteness and a 

number or variations of the two of 

them blended.

INTERACTING
DUALITIES



IMAGE  THROUGH PEZO VON ELLRICHAUSEN

oil on canvas



A visible grid giving the impression 

of a thought through order. Nothing 

is pointless because everything has 

a purpose.

DUALITIES
ORDERED



MODEL THROUGH LÉONIE GEISENDORF

cardboard



A sharp image indicating zones. 

The transparency is suggesting a 

system and the lines is proposing a 

certain scale. 

ORDERED
SPACE



IMAGE  THROUGH ZAHA HADID

digital collage



Thin and delicate. The harmony is 

created by consistent irregularity. 

The entity is telling a story about a 

world suggesting everything is easy 

and light.

SPACE
CAPTURED



MODEL THROUGH JUNYA ISHIGAMI

paper and flowers



A drawing of very thin lines. Tilted, 

and a bit out of place. The disposi-

tion is compensated by the traced 

flowers, trying to push it into an 

upright position.

CAPTURED
EMPTINESS



DRAWING - PLAN 1:1

digital tools



”The ’real architecture’ only exists in the drawings. The ’real building’ ex-

ists outside the drawings. The difference here is that ’architecture’ and 

’building’ are not the same.”

Peter Eisenman, interviews by Iman Ansari, The Architectural Review 2013.04.26

A simplification has taken place. The 

ornaments are still there but have 

moved outside.

BEGINNING
END



DRAWING

the beginning + the end of series IV



Series V

Development through fabric
or 

Textile products
Everything produced in this series is made with textile material.

PANTHEON

They are all different objects, and they were all very hard to control. 

They are communicating that they are their own product (almost a 

commodity). Is it because of the material? Or is it because of their form? 



DRAWING - PLAN 1:333

digital tools



Curved sheets connected by a 

textile wire. Standing on a thin 

patterned base. A white needle 

work.

VOID as
MASS



MODEL THROUGH SEWING

thread, mdf and paint



Isolated and cut out, a cross-

stitching that almost looks frilled. 

The colors tries to simulate a depth 

in this obvious flatness.

MASS as 
ORNAMENT



IMAGE THROUGH EMBROIDERY

thread and fabric



Fitted into a hard base and  carried 

by its decoration the creation is ris-

ing. Made like a piece of garment 

with an inside full of an abundance 

of bent silver stripes.

ORNAMENT as 
STRUCTURE



MODEL THROUGH COSTUME

fabric and plaster



Tilted, mirrored and then mirrored 

again. Nothing touches to gain a 

seamless pattern.

STRUCTURE as 
PATTERN



FABRIC THROUGH REPEAT PATTERN

fabric and paint



The mirrored is unfold and moved. 

Semi-transparent because of its 

stair-shaped perforation, glued on 

a translucent fabric.

PATTERN as
ILLUSION



MODEL THROUGH FURNITURE

fabric, cardboard and plywood



Follow the line and seize the maze 

of fibers.

ILLUSION of
TEXTURE



DRAWING - PLAN 1:1

digital tools



”If the copies value is in the original it is just a bad copy”

Fake industries architectural agonism (Urtzi Grau), Lecture at KTH 2016.08.31

There is still a shell of mass, sur-

rounding a lighter pattern. Besides 

that nothing specific remains.

BEGINNING
END



DRAWING

the beginning + the end of series V



Series VI

Metamorphosis by impersonating
or 

Imagined realities
Every transition is made trying to imitate given artists

What they all share is the aspect of flatness, besides that the focus point 

seems is changing. New things appear and those are the most important. 

New worlds, new scripts and new realities with their own laws and orders. 

Some of the small pieces are still there in the end, but most of the things 

have disappeared in the chapters named transformation.

CHAPEL OF RESURRECTION

by Sigurd Lewerentz



DRAWING - PLAN 1:66

digital tools



A gathering of what appears to be 

symbolic objects. Everything has 

a flatness to it and colors that are 

warm even when they are cold. This

creates an almost mythological 

atmosphere.

ITEMS
STAGED



MODEL THROUGH GUSTAV KLIMT

mdf, paint, paper and cardboard



This play is performed in elevation 

and in the story everything is 

taking place underneath. There is 

only scenery and props and every-

thing makes perfect sense.

STAGED
REQUISITES



IMAGE THROUGH WES ANDERSON

digital tools



A great wall containing boxes. 

Boxes of still life pretending to be a 

comic strip or maybe the other way 

around. Naivistic and sharp at the 

same time.

REQUISITES
FIXED



MODEL THROUGH JOCKUM NORDSTRÖM

mdf, cardboard and marker



This is a world that has weather, and 

even something that looks like trees. 

There is light and darkness and a 

texture that leaves you with a vague 

sense that it is a miniature.

FIXED
FICTION



MODEL THROUGH HELENA BLOMQVIST

photography, collage



Just like her, it feels like I am not the 

one making the decitions. Things 

happen and I am just the hands 

putting the pieces together. It is 

a distribution of different shaped 

sheets. Maybe not mediumistic but 

certainly with an own agenda.

FICTION as
COMPOSITION



MODEL THROUGH HILMA AF KLINT

mdf and paint



This you could really play, on any 

instrument.

COMPOSITION of
NOTES



DRAWING - PLAN 1:1

digital tools

DRAWING - PLAN 1:1

digital tools



”Im interested in a third way, which is to say in staging architecture as 

an alternative world, making it into the continual revelation of where and 

maybe even who we are”… It can not so much tell us something as it can 

intimate and allow us to experience. It can be a catalyst and fragment 

that makes us aware of large systems… It can be a useless abstraction 

that yet installs itself in the real world”

Aaron Betsky Curator of the 11th International Architecture Exhibition, “Out there: Architecture 

Beyond Building”. Catalog vol 1 September 2008 (p.15)

A group of circles, lines and 

rectangles have turned into a new 

mixture. An unexpected likeness 

and comparability.

BEGINNING
END



DRAWING

the beginning + the end of series VI



Series VII

Translation through sender and receiver

or 

Who is it for?
All representations are made with an idea of who 
made it and who is supposed to see it. 

KOSHINO HOUSE
by Tadao Ando

First there is a statue, a representation of what is already there. That 

becomes a pattern, a gathering of symbols speaking the language of 

specificness. That specificness first turns into almost absurd concretization 

and then into a question of graspable or not graspable. In the end there  

is just a draft.



DRAWING - PLAN 1:200

digital tools



A kind of object you find inside the 

building it is representing. Sharp 

and clean surfaces. A faceted sur-

face waving in from one side. Flow-

ing down, turning into stairs and 

descended parts. In the edge of 

that: three different volumes with a 

slightly different personality.

DISTINCTIVELY
PLAIN



MODEL THROUGH THE MONUMENT - representation of the existing, recipient: the public

3D print, mdf and paint



Beautiful for some of the versed and 

just a collection of facts for some. If 

you do not speak this language is 

makes no sense at all.

PLAIN
TEXTURE



DRAWING THROUGH THE CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT - representation of the decided, recipient: the builder

digital tools



What is what? A misunderstanding 

that leads to a drawing that is a 

model. Turquoise foam cubes 

on slices of corrugated paper 

generates new voids.

TEXTURE
SPACING



MODEL THROUGH THE LITERALLY - representation of the drawing, recipient: an architect

corrugated paper, foam, wood and cardboard



Is this even readable? Or is it just a 

nice image?

SPACING
RELATIONS



DIAGRAM THROUGH THE CONCEPT  - representation of the significant, recipient: an architect

digital tools



Something rather strange. A bit 

rough of course - but it is in its nature. 

Is it bundled up parallelogram? Or is 

it just triangles meeting?

RELATIONS in
IMPRECISION



MODEL THROUGH THE SKETCH - representation of the idea, recipient: the architect (one self)

cardboard, marker, tape and sanding paper



Who would ever order this?

IMPRECISION by
PRECISION



DRAWING THROUGH THE BUILT DOCUMENT 1:1 - representation of the built, recipient: the owner

digital tools



”Architecture has nevertheless been thought of as an attempt to maxi-

mum preservation in which both meaning and likeness are transported 

from idea through drawing to building with minimum loss.”

Robin Evans “Translations from drawing to building”, The MIT press, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

1997, p.181

Two drawings, finished in their own 

way. One is making the object more 

real, by taking it very seriously. One 

is a symbol of a thing that once 

would exist in the future and now is 

already here.

BEGINNING
END



DRAWING

the beginning + the end



Reflections

”Architects, never working directly with the object of their thought, always 

working with it through some intervening medium, almost always the 

drawing, while painters and sculptors, who might spend some time on 

preliminary sketches and moquettes, all end up working with the thing itself.” 

Robin Evans “Translations from drawing to building”, The MIT press, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1997, p.156

I claim that I have been working with representation, and in one way of course that 

is true, but you could also say that it is not. At the first step in every series I 

trace an existing plan. On that drawing I put a scale, a scale that indicates 

that this is a piece representing something a lot bigger then what you are 

looking at. All the other steps are in a way scale less, which makes them 1:1. 

Or at least I have worked with them as if they were 1:1. When I have done 

sketches I have done them with the dimensions of the materials I am using, 

not the dimension of a potential full scale proposal. They are done with 

the tools of representation, but they do not represent anything except the 

thoughts, fantasies and imagination that is taking place in the observer.

Before I started I had questions regarding the importance and role of the 

representation technique when it comes to the architecture it produces. 

Now I do not think that it matter as much as I thought. As long as you can 

control the material you are using, the idea is leading the tool. But when you 

use a material you can not control, or when the material has a certain feature 

that you can not ignore, then the tool is leading the idea. This can of course 

be a good thing, if you are not sure what it is you are looking for.

More important than the technique has in this project of course been the plan 

that is the starting point, but also through what the paraphrases have been 

made. What inspired me or who I was trying to imitate. But even though I 

have done something sprung out of an existing plan, working with it trying 

to imitate someone else, I still believe that it is my work and my work only that 

is the result.

I also find myself most pleased with the results in those cases where I 

have struggled the most during the process. The first two series I made 

were, because they were made only from things already inside me, 

very easy to do. When I decided to ad a parameter I had to work hard-

er to make it work, and then the outcome was always better. I think 

that it mainly has to with that if you work with something that is bother-

ing you then you have to work extra hard. But also that something 

that is not just perfect in every way has a tendency to grow on you. I 

am interested in that place where things are both ugly and beautiful.



I have learned things from every object I have made, but in particular that 

when it comes to composition, I am often looking for the balance by asym-

metry. That moment when 3=2 and not 3.

If I would try to categorize the different ways of representation, I would say 

that there are three main ways of using it: as a tool in communication, as a 

tool in a process or to see it as architecture

REPRESENTATION AS COMMUNICATION

”I can conceive of (imagine in my mind) jug, an apple, a table, and within 

my mind put them into some compositional relationship. I can then take 

these imagined objects (jug, apple, table) and draw them upon a two-dimensional 

surface (piece of paper). That is, I can represent that which I imagined 

fixed in a frame. Drawn on a two-dimensional piece of paper what I had 

imagined is an illusion, yet it is also a realization, that is, the reality of 

a drawing on a sheet of paper. The above moves deal with conception, 

representation and realization.”

John Hejduk “Mask of medusa”, Rizzoli International Publications, Inc. 1985  ”The flatness of depth part I (p.68)

The drawing is still the most common information to build from, therefor 

it is a language. But there are various ways of show lines, indicate spaces, 

lights, shadows etc. And one of the roles of representation is to communi-

cate that. To show what is important. This has to do with the trustworthiness 

of the architect and is a tool of power, what we produce can be including 

or excluding. Do you have to be an architect to understand? When is it fine 

to make something that only architects can follow? Does it take a certain 

amount of fine taste go grasp what you are looking at? Or is the non-architects 

idea of what it is just as true?

REPRESENTATION AS ARCHITECTURE

”The drawing is not a metaphor for an absent building. It is an essential 

and persistent element in the culture of architecture”

Nicholas Oldsberg in The Architectural Review May 2013(p.36)

Some will find it useless because it lacks a clear function, it is more like art 

made with architectural tools. This kind of architecture is creating worlds with 

no other purpose but to be beautiful, ugly, weird or make perfect sense. 

Perhaps this is sprung out of the new role of the drawing. We sometimes 

want the image to be better then the reality ever will be. And the objectors 

to this kind of architecture are those who believe that what is built, and done 

in the real world will always be better and more truthful then what is not.



REPRESENTATION AS PROCESS
”…transfiguration, transformation, transition, transmigration, transfer, 

transmission, transmogrification, transmutation, transposition, tran-

substantiation, transcendence, any of which would sit happily over the 

blind spot between the drawing and its object, because we can never be 

quite certain, before the event, how things will travel and what will hap-

pen to them on the way.”

Robin Evans “Translations from drawing to building”, The MIT press, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1997, p.182

Creating by representation is of course what architects always do, when we 

sketch with pen and paper, make models or even draw in the computer. But 

this could be done more conscious, like in this experiment. You can deliber-

ately choose to do a representation with a perhaps illogical material just to 

see what other strengths or aspects will come forward. You can tear things 

apart and put them together again in a different material. Sometimes the 

tools is leading the idea, sometimes the idea is leading the tool and some-

times it is really hard to tell. This has been a personal value for me because 

even though I know that I have done all these things, and even though I 

see that I sometimes repeat myself, I have done things I never would have 

thought of if it was not for this study

There are different kinds of representation. Instead of making a represen-

tation as close to a potential building as possible, many architect makes 

their models and drawings trying to communicate a certain feeling. In some 

cases that feeling remains in the built, and in some cases the poetry and 

strength get lost. Some would consider this discrepancy an argument for 

the representation being a lie, something produced to seduce the observer. 

Some would say that they are two separate things. Like Peter Eisenman who 

think architecture and building are not the same. But at the same time he 

refers to his houses as ”built models”, which indicates that he has a wish for 

the difference to be minimal. He just sees the model as the original, not 

the building. You could say that in some cases the built is supposed to be a 

representation of the imaginary and in some the representation is an 

attempt to show what will be there. But is the building always the end? 

There is also the kind of representation trying to show exactly what already 

is there. Then the building is just a part of a process, where the documenta-

tion and interpretation of the built is the next step. A step that neither is the 

end. It can generate new architecture, both built and not built.




